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CSCPRC 1989-90 China Programs

The Committee on Scholarly Communication with the People's Republic of China (CSCPRC) announces its 1989-90 National Program of Scholarly Exchanges with China. This program includes the following:

The Visiting Scholar Exchange Program supports one-to-three month visits for American and Chinese scholars in all disciplines between September 1989 and August 1990. For Americans in social sciences and humanities, the program supports scholars outside the China studies field to initiate and conduct research. For Americans in natural sciences and engineering, the program supports scholars to initiate and conduct research. Priority will be given to projects in disciplines to which research in China can make a unique contribution and to those which are of mutual benefit to American and Chinese scientists. The program also supports the nomination of Chinese scholars in all disciplines by American scholars. Priority will be given to Chinese who have not visited the U.S. recently and to those whose visits will contribute to future academic exchanges. For both American and Chinese components, women, minorities, scholars beginning their careers, and scholars based at or visiting provincial institutions in China, are especially encouraged. The deadline for application to the Visiting Scholar Exchange Program is November 15, 1988.

The Graduate Program supports individuals enrolled in a graduate program in social sciences or humanities to do coursework or dissertation research at a Chinese university. The Research Program supports individuals in the social sciences and humanities who hold a Ph.D. or equivalent at the time of application to do in-depth research on China, the Chinese portion of a comparative study, or an exploratory survey of an aspect of contemporary China. Research grantees normally spend from two months to one year in the PRC, beginning no earlier than July 1989 and ending no later than December 1990. The deadline for application to the Graduate and Research Programs is October 15, 1988.

For application information on all the above programs write the Committee on Scholarly Communication with the People's Republic of China, National Academy of Sciences, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20418.